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High energy nanomaterials, nanoporous materials, and nanoparticles (nHEM)
�nd application in aviation, aeronautics and space, chemical technology, hydrogen
and fuel cell devices, power generation, and so forth. Nanosized ingredients and
materials feature unique properties due to their peculiar size, attractive speci�c
surface area, and textural properties which translate into modi�cations of the �nal
manufacture properties. For example, in combustion-related processes nanometric
ingredients confer incremented reactivity, improved reaction e�ciency, and decre-
ment of losses. In general, nHEM are suitable for the creation of new types of
nanostructured materials such as high performance ceramics, composites, fuels,
and solid phase energetic systems (explosives, pyrotechnics, and rocket propellants)
with the improved properties. Such technologies can �nd direct application to
enhance existing solutions (e.g., ceramic thermal protections and energetic system
combustion) or can be implemented into new applications that take advantage of
the characteristic geometric scale of thematerials themselves (e.g., nanocatalysts and
microexplosion chips).

Understanding the physicochemical, structural, microstructural, and surface prop-
erties of nHEM is vital to achieve the required e�ciency, life cycle, and sustainability
in their applications. nHEM can be synthesized in a number of morphologies, each
with unique properties, which are only partially addressed in the current open
literature.�ese include nanotubes, nano�bers/nanowires, nanorods, nanoparticles,
nanospheres, and nanoshells. �e proposed special issue focuses on the state of
the art of nHEM research and potential impacts on energy generation, storage,
utilization, waste heat recovery, and environment. Brief communications, research
articles, and review papers are invited from contributors to create and stimulate an
interest in both basic research topics and applied technologies.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Synthesis, characterization, and fundamental properties of nHEM
nHEM applied in energetic systems (propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics,
thermites, gas generators, etc.)
nHEM applied in automotive propulsion (metals, soot, organic derivatives,
etc.)
nHEM for water splitting
nHEM for hydrogen energy (hydrogen storage, production, and oxidation)
Nanooxidizers/nanofuels (production, properties, and application)
nHEM for catalysis in energetic systems
nHEM synthesized by combustion methods (combustion synthesis,
hydrocarbon �ames, nanooxides, etc.)

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/jnm/hen/.
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